West Ottawa Nepean Family Health Organization 1081 Carling (suite 507) spot available

Please see our website at wonfho.ca

The practice is a general family practice including all age groups. Practice has been operating since 1993.

The site includes 2 family physicians, Dr Michael Hirsh and Dr Gloria Manzig. Dr Hirsh is planning to retire.

FHO enrolled patients: 832 (Ohip # from Nov 2021) Total patients closer to 900 including Quebec patients. Demographics: largest group is male 55-59 (total 58 patients.) Work schedule currently is 3 ½ days per week.

The FHO is a 9 physician group. Five doctors work at 1580 Merivale, and the other two work out of their own suite at 1081 Carling (suite 802)

After hours coverage: the FHO operates clinics from 5-8 daily and 9-12 Saturday. Call coverage requirements are 1 in 9.

**Staff include:**

Full time: 1 nurse, 1 receptionist

Part time: student for after hours clinic

**Costs:**

All operating costs are shared equally. Administration work is divided between the two physicians.

**Transfer Costs: Costs will be minimal and open to discussion. Priority is finding a physician to join the FHO and take over the care of Dr Hirsh’s patients.**

**Paper work:**

There is an associate’s agreement for 1081 suite 507.

There is a lease for 1081 Carling suite 507

There is a FHO agreement

There is a purchase agreement for incoming members